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Contemplation!
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A Pang at heart always pricks severely
For allowing our ‘self’ indulge in mundane
For contemplating slavishly ‘deceptive affairs’
Forgetting our real cause to be in existence
Cheating all, including ‘self’, to be declared the
Champion of the time, which waits for none

Wish! I could return to the truest essence of life
Which we defied at the earliest, ignoring the intrinsic
Marginal voice of rectitude, considering it off fashion
And to be concordant with contemporary models
To be included in hierarchy of ‘modern world’ officially
Compromising the Humane core!

Mind is in dilemma which way to move
Towards appealing dirt or ‘unacknowledged nobility’
Thoughts wrestle to prove them ahead in comparison
A stir is at work to discern the sublime and defile
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Woefully, worldly gains being the frailty of modernity
Make it, back to the square one! Ever inclined to riches only

Quest remains quest! Despite holding all modern accolades
Commotion surfaced deep at heart to fathom the truest
Sense of being in world. Tantalized soul makes allusions
Fragile nature of whole worldly gain! Liable to decay and vain
What to boast, be vocal about, All belong to black soil
How true! How true! is this turmoil?

To manifest this indecision, a deep baffling!
Who will torch this gloom, amidst ‘mist of naked material entice’?
Calls for the genuine sensibilities with mingled set of nobility
& stoicism, though, sounds dried up in worldly glare
Feels entangled, drifted, prey of worldly travesty!
Wish to adopt saintliness, Alas! Entrapped!
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